
Attachment 1

In Brief: Hawkinsmith and Caesar (cf. Sisson)

Josiah Robert Fornof, BOP Reg. No. 51913-018

July 8, 2017

IN BRIEF: HAWKINSMITH AND CAESAR (cf. SISSON)

On June 30, 2017, at  or about 7 AM, upon my being booked into Jesup, FSL,  Georgia – Officer

Hawkinsmith,  who  was  working  the  computer,  and  Caesar  (cf.  Sisson),  who  was  working  the

fingerprinter, had me sign entry forms and fingerprint a card, which I signed with my, “(Notice) Under

Duress of Treason Etc. (Imputed By Law),” notice as usual; I was with them for about 5 minutes.

Caesar (cf. Sisson) showed Hawkinsmith my notice and said, “Treason.” 

Hawkinsmith asked me, “Fornof, you're under duress, with us?” 

I said, “Yes, sir. They couldn't help out with that over there in Mississippi, but maybe you all can help

me out with that over here in Georgia.” 

He then directed me that, “Officer Williams over there is who you want to get with about that, he's our

records officer.” 

As Caesar (cf. Sisson) was fingerprinting me, I showed him that he wouldn't be able to print a middle

finger from my left hand. He noted on the fingerprint card “amputee,” in the middle finger's place, and

continued, asking me, “What happened to your finger?” 

I explained to him that, “I was born with syndactily [Syndactyly]: additional, conjoined, or webbing of

the fingers.” 

He said, “I should've put 'born with it' on the card.” 

I  said,  “That's  okay.  They usually put  'amputee'.  We can always go back and clarify the records,”

hinting to them that that included going back and clarifying my notice for the records, as well. 
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IN BRIEF: COUNSELOR KING

On June 30, 2017, at or about 8 AM, upon my being booked into Jesup, FSL, Georgia – Counselor

King screened me in the room with the microwave; her screening lasted about 5 minutes. She read my,

“(Notice) Under Duress of Treason Etc. (Imputed By Law),” notice, partly – she had some trouble

reading my cursive writing. I told her that, “I wrote it down several other times in there; if you're

having trouble reading that one, you might be able to read the others better.” 

She asked me, “Is that sovereign citizen stuff?”

I explained to her, “No, but that's what it's most often misconstrued as, by those who fail to investigate

further into its actual meaning and purpose, in further mischaracterization against me and my lawful,

peaceful attempts to address my knowledge of acts of treason being committed against me and my

fellow citizens. But that's on them in being held accountable for failing to investigate accordingly.” 

She agreed that, “Yes, that's on them.”

She reviewed my entry forms with me, about monitored phone calls and mail. I assured her of my

understanding with, “Take heed of all notices, I got you,” hinting that she ought to take heed of my

notice as well. She had me sign a paper, which indicated that I understood what she reviewed with me,

and I printed the part of my notice she had trouble reading. 

I asked her, “Can you read it now?” 

She said, “Yes, I can read it.” 
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In Brief: Psychology Staff Coffman

Josiah Robert Fornof, BOP Reg. No. 51913-018
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IN BRIEF: PSYCHOLOGY STAFF COFFMAN

On June 30, 2017, at or about 8 PM, upon my being booked into Jesup, FSL, Georgia – I had turned in

my psychology questionnaire, which had been provided to me by staff to fill out, to staff; which I

indicated my request for audio and video recorded sessions with psychology staff to treat my war

trauma caused by treason, etc. being committed against me et al. After my screening with Counselor

King, she passed me along to psychology staff, Coffman; he said, “I'll do the same in there.” When I

reentered the room that King had screened me in – the room with the microwave – he re-directed me

back out of the room and through nearby double doors, which lead into a long hallway and had traffic

of people bustling between us as we stood there for his screening, of which lasted about 10 minutes. 

When I asked him for his name for my notes, he responded with a spiteful tone and demeanor, which

only escalated in unlawful aggression against me throughout his screening. He insisted on pronouncing

his name with an “H,” as in “Hoffman,” but spelling it “with a C-O-F-F-M-A-N.” This threw me off, so

I  had  to  ask  him  to  repeat  himself  several  times;  he  said  it  the  same  each  time.  After  this,  he

immediately said, “I absolutely will not do audio and video recorded sessions for treatment; we don't

do that here.” 

Then he went on nto asking me, “What war?”

I told him, “The war of treason being committed against me and my fellow citizens. 

He insisted that, “Treason isn't war.” 

I reminded him that the Constitution defines that “treason shall consist only in levying war against the

United States , or giving aid and comfort to its enemies.” 

He said, “or,” in insisting that a distinction is made between levying war and giving aid and comfort to

the enemy.

He then asked me, “Have you ever been enlisted in the United States military service?” And he insisted

that, “You cannot be considered to be part of a war, unless the United States calls it a war and you are

enlisted in their military.” 

I explained to him that, “No, I have not been enlisted in their service; nevertheless, I'm still to be

considered as a soldier, in my militia capacity, and otherwise effected [affected] by war – I've read,

extensively, the case-law on treason, and it's consistent with my position. Treason includes other crimes

committed along with it, like: murder, rape, fraud, etc. And the continuing denial of due process against

me, concerning my requests lawfully to address my claims that acts of treason are being committed

against me and my fellow citizens, is also consistent with treason.” 
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He insisted, That's wrong on so many levels, I don't even know where to begin. It's your belief system

that the government is your enemy, and you'll consider me your enemy by what I've told you today.

Now, fear and anxiety is  a normative response to  war,  but it's  not my role to  determine if  war is

occurring against you or to treat a belief. I mean, how am I supposed to treat this?”

I said, “For starters, lawfully expose and stop the war that Is the cause of the problem.” 

He asked me, “How is that treatment?”

I said, for example, “If someone is seeking treatment for being beaten, the first part of the treatment

should be to stop the beatings.” 

A group of people walked through the double doors again and between us. I told him, “This really isn't

the proper setting for me to be discussing all of this with you right now.” 

He said, “If you go to the low or stay here at the medium, depends on whether I feel safe with you on

the compound; that's what this screening is for. If I don't feel safe with you, you're not going to be on

the compound, you're going to be locked up over here in inmate segregation. Now, fear and anxiety are

normative responses to war, but you're not actually in a war, that's just your belief system. I can help

you change your belief system while you're here, but I can't treat a belief: that's not my role.” 

I told him that, “If not in your official capacity, then in  your personal capacity, it's your role to protect

yourself and your fellow citizens from acts of treason.” 

He said, “No, it's not.” 

I assured him that, “It's my role, in my militia capacity, to defend myself and my fellow citizens against

acts of treason.” And I asked him, “Are you going to put everything you just told me, in writing?” 

He said, “I'm not going to do that.” 

I told him that, “If you're not going to put in wriitng what you're telling me here today, then this

onversation serves no purpose; this is not the proper setting for me to discusss with you anyt further

about my concerns. I'm going to submit my request to you in a copout, for  you to put in writing

everything you've told me just now. And if you fail to respond in writing to my copout, about your

position that you've indicated today, then I'm going to exhaust my request on up to the courts and get

your response in writing there.” 

He said, “I'll respond in writing to your copout. I'll also pull you to the side again, to see how you're

doing on the compound.” 

I said, “We'll see how things go. And we left it at that. 
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IN BRIEF: SIS BEST

On June 30, 2017, at or about 9 AM, Upon my being booked into Jesup, FSL, Georgia – SIS Best

directed me to the side, in what appeared to me to be the medium's property room, and conducted his

screening of me, which lasted about 5 minutes.

He asked me, “What's going on with you, Mr. Fornof?” And he leaned up against the nearby, metal

shelves, to make his posture more at ease and relaxed. 

I told him, “I'm looking forward to hitting the weights, to relieve some tension.” And I tried to relax my

posture by leaning on the shelves too, which shifted under my added weight. 

I immediately apologized to Best, who said, “That's all right, they do that.” 

He continued, saying, “This is a good place for you, it's laid back.” 

I assured him that, “I'm not one of those who goes crashing into walls and ruins an opportunity to make

the best of a good thing. Exercising, studying, and legal work is all you'll see me doing. I'll also be

writing my interactions with staff down, to protect the record, on what they say to me behind closed

doors.” 

He said, “Okay.” 

Not much else was said, of any serious import. Best was the last to screen me. 
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IN BRIEF: CASE MANAGER BUGGS

On June 30, 2017, at or about 12 PM, after I was booked into Jesup, FSL, Georgia – I was discussing

my serious  issues,  in  preparation  for  my successful  reentry into  society,  with  my unit  team,  case

manager Buggs. Our discussion lasted about 10 minutes. 

I explained to her that, “The courts didn't address the actual reason why I armed myself, in my case,”

now they're forcing me back out into the same, threatening circumstances, of which I'll have to rearm

myself against again. I'm trying, lawfully, to get all of that addressed, before my release, in preparation

for my successful reentry into society.” 

She said, “The BOP can't do anything about what the courts did in your case.” 

I advised her that, “Before you reject that the BOP can help me with my issue: with such a broad and

blanketing statement, let me request for such help in a copout and get the BOP's position in writing;

then, if their position is the same as you suggest it is, I can go from there and try back on up to the

courts again for them to address it. But if these normal modes of society are insufficient to prevent an

injury on my behalf, then my natural rights revive to protect me. Becaue, I actually armed myself in my

case to protect myself and my fellow citizens against corrupt individuals, who are operating unlawfully

from within the government, including from within the courts, and who are committing treason against

us. – which is war. The law contemplates that such is an actual possibility and that the people are meant

to be able to defend themselves against such a threat from oppression and tyrannical government; of

which, the people are rendered defenseless against – except with their right to bear arms against such a

threat – when you case such a broad and blanketing statement as, the BOP can't do anything to help,

even when the courts fail to help accordingly. But, again, let me submit a copout and see what the

written response is on the BOP's position, whether they can help me or not, and then we can go from

there.” 

She said, “Okay.”

I told her that, “I also talked with psychology staff, Coffman,” pronouncing his name with an “H,” as in

'Hoffman,' as he had done earlier, and continued, “about this matter, and he acted very hostile against

me and my position: saying that what I told him that I know to be true, as supported by facts and

evidence, is only my belief system and that he can help me change my belief system while I'm here. I

understand that he might just have been testing me, to see how I would react to his provocations against

me and if it was safe for me to be on the compound based on that. But, if what he expressed to me

earlier today is really his position on the matter, he scares me.” 

She said, “Oh, you mean, Coffman,” pronouncing it with a “C,” as in “Cat,” and kind of chuckled,

saying, “Well, we'll see.” I said, “Yes, we'll see.” 
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IN BRIEF: SIS BEST AND WARDEN, FSL

On July 3, 2017, at or about 3 PM, upon my being summoned to the Lt.'s office – SIS Best et al.

Immediately  chained  me  up:  with  shackles,  handcuffs,  and  wast-chain;  then  conducted  a  brief

interview, which lasted about 10 minutes, with the Warden being present. 

Best said, “This is a good place, with good people – real laid back and plenty of opportunity for you

here. But, several officers already say they feel unsafe with you on the compound, and they say you're

requesting personal information about them in your email and telephone conversations.” 

I maintained that, “My character rflects the same,” in my pointing out to them that my behavior is

consistent with what makes Jesup FSL a good place, as Best pointed out. Moreover, I continued that, “I

don't believe that I've requested for anyone's personal information. I've been doing everything I can to

do my duty as a citizen. I've been working with staff, in preparation for my successful reentry into

society; I've also been working on writing down and memorializing my interactions with staff, in doing

so, for the records, starting with the most disturbing one of them here.” 

The warden seemed especially concerned with my mention of a disturbing interaction with staff, and he

asked me, “Which one was that; what happened?” 

I explained to them, “It was the one with psychology staff Coffman. He challenged everything that I

know to be true: which is supported by facts and evidence, by reason and logic, and by the guidelines

that the Supreme Court provides to us for interpreting. He really tried to push my buttons, but I didn't

let him goad me. I've just been trying to make sense out of all this. I've made requests at Yazoo City

Medium for  my interactions  with staff,  and in  particular,  psychology staff,  to  be audio and video

recorded for protection; including for situations like this, but they failed to lawfully respond to my

appeals  for  such.  They wouldn't  even  entertain  where  I  might  transfer  to  after  my two year  shot

expired, and they dumped this transfer on me to here. And, like I said, I've just been trying to make

sense out of all this.”

Best went on, with saying that, “Staff say you're talking with someon in your [ ] conversations, named

'Governor'.” 

I said, “Yeah, the Governor of the State of Florida; he's my commander-in-chief, when he calls the

militia  into service,  when and if  he  deems it  necessary.  I  keep him informed of  my requests  and

interactions with staff.” 

The Warden nodded to Best, and said, “Go investigate this further.” 

As  Best  led  me  to  the  medium,  he  said,  “I'm  going  to  investigate  your  email  and  telephone
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conversations – it's just an investigation right now. Okay?”

I asked him, “So, it's just an investigatory detention right now?” 

He said, “Yes.”
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